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Q-ball formation in the wake of Hubble-induced radiative corrections
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We discuss some interesting aspects ofQ-ball formation during the early oscillations of the flat directions.
These oscillations are triggered by the running of a soft (mass)2 stemming from the nonzero energy density of
the Universe. However, this is quite different from standardQ-ball formation. The running in the presence of
gauge and Yukawa couplings becomes strong ifm1/2/m0 is sufficiently large. Moreover,Q balls which are
formed during the early oscillations constantly evolve, due to the redshift of the Hubble-induced soft mass,
until the low-energy supersymmtery breaking becomes dominant. For smallerm1/2/m0 , Q balls are not formed
during early oscillations because of the shrinking of the instability band due to the Hubble expansion. In this
case,Q balls are formed only at the weak scale, but typically carry smaller charges, as a result of their
amplitude redshift. Therefore, the Hubble-induced corrections to the flat directions give rise to a successful
Q-ball cosmology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The presence offlat directions, generally denoted byf, in
the field space along which the classical potential vanishe
quite generic in the minimal supersymmetric standard mo
~MSSM! @1#. This has interesting cosmological implication
In particular flat directions which are built on squarks a
sleptons, and carry a nonzeroB2L, can generate the ob
served baryon asymmetry in the context of the Affleck-D
baryogenesis mechanism@2–4#. As a second offshoot, th
formation ofQ balls @5,6# in supersymmetric~SUSY! theo-
ries can come from the presence of flat directions carryin
U(1) charge@7–12#. A Q ball is a nontopological soliton
whose stability is confirmed due to the presence of a non
nishing chargeQ it carries associated with aU(1) symmetry
@5,6#.

It has been shown@9–11# that homogeneous oscillation
of flat directions can be fragmented intoQ balls if the flat
direction potential grows more slowly thanufu2, or, equiva-
lently if V(f)/ufu2 has a minimum atufuÞ0. The numerical
simulations also support this idea@13#. This can be under-
stood by noting that flat direction oscillations for such pote
tials behave as a fluid with a negative pressure. Theref
spatial inhomogeneities around the zero-mode conden
along the flat direction, set by inflationary fluctuations@10#,
can exponentially grow. When the modes go nonlinea
lump of Q matter forms with a physical size set by the wav
length of the fastest growing mode. TheQ-ball formation is
usually studied in this context when the low-energy SU
breaking triggers the flat direction oscillations.

However, all the flat directions of the MSSM are subje
to modification at scales well above the low-energy SU
breaking scale. In fact, nonrenormalizable superpoten
terms induced by the new physics remove the flatness
largeufu @3,4#. Furthermore, in supergravity~SUGRA! mod-
els, SUSY breaking terms by the inflation sector genera
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induce soft mass terms for scalar fields@3,4,14# ~unless for-
bidden by some symmetry!. It is also possible to obtain
Hubble-induced gaugino soft massm1/2, and Hubble-
inducedA term unless prohibited by anR symmetry. This has
a very important consequence for Affleck-Dine baryogene
as we will explain shortly.

Very recently, the running of the flat direction soft mass
when the Hubble-induced SUSY breaking is domina
called the Hubble-induced radiative corrections, has b
studied@15#. There, the main focus was on the viability o
the Affleck-Dine baryogenesis in the wake of Hubbl
induced radiative corrections. The main conclusion was t
the HuL flat direction is the most promising one. A simila
case study can be made for theQ-ball formation in the early
Universe, which is the topic of this paper. We show that fl
directions made up of squarks and sleptons may unde
early oscillations, as a result of the Hubble-induced radiat
corrections. TheQ balls can be formed during these ear
oscillations ifm1/2/m0 is sufficiently large. For smaller val
ues of m1/2/m0 , Q balls are formed when the low-energ
SUSY breaking becomes dominant. The main point here
that during early oscillations the soft masses are determ
by the Hubble parameter. Therefore, the width of the ins
bility band is redshifted;H which is quicker than the red
shift of the unstable modes}a21, wherea is the scale factor
of the Universe. If perturbations do not have enough time
grow thenQ balls are not formed. However, the expansion
the Universe reduces the amplitude of oscillations by
time the low-energy SUSY breaking takes over. This h
interesting consequences for the subsequent formation oQ
balls.

We begin by discussing the dynamics of the flat directio
Then we briefly describe the Hubble-induced radiative c
rections to the scalar potential. In the subsequent section
discussQ-ball formation and consequences of a phase
early oscillations. Finally, we conclude our paper.
©2002 The American Physical Society03-1
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II. THE FLAT DIRECTION DYNAMICS

In the early Universe the energy density stored in
inflaton field@16# is the dominant source of SUSY breakin
and induces a (mass)2}H2 for all the MSSM flat directions,
whereH is the expansion rate of the Universe@3,4,14#. The
effect of such a mass term crucially depends on the size
the sign of the constant of proportionality. For a positi
(mass)2!H2, SUSY breaking by the inflation sector has n
significant consequences. On the other hand, if (ma2

@H2, the flat direction is heavy enough to settle down at
bottom of the potential during inflation. A stable scalar fie
might even act as cold dark matter@17#.

Perhaps, the most interesting case occurs for a (ma2

;2H2, since it naturally leads to a nonzero vacuum exp
tation value~VEV! for the flat direction at the onset of it
oscillations. This can be realized at the tree level in sim
extensions of minimal supergravity models@3,4#, and from
one-loop corrections to the Ka¨hler potential in no-scale su
pergravity models@18#. A detailed examination of the sce
nario with (mass)2;2H2, including a systematic treatmen
of nonrenormalizable superpotential terms which lift the fl
direction has been performed in Ref.@4#. The SUSY break-
ing by the inflaton energy density and by the hidden sec
results in terms

2CIH
2ufu21S alnH

fn

nMn23
1H.c.D 1mf,0

2 ufu2

1S Af,0ln

fn

nMn23
1H.c.D ~1!

in the scalar potential.1 The first and the third terms are th
Hubble-induced and low-energy soft mass terms, resp
tively, while the second and the fourth terms are the Hubb
induced and the low-energyA terms, respectively. The
Hubble-induced soft terms typically dominate the lo
energy ones forH.m3/2, with m3/2 being the gravitino
mass. IfCI.0, the absolute value of the flat direction durin
inflation settles at the minimum given by

ufu.S CI

~n21!ln
HIM

n23D 1/n22

, ~2!

with HI being the Hubble constant during the inflationa
epoch. After the end of inflation,̂f& initially continues to
track the instantaneous local minimum of the scalar pot
tial, which can be estimated by replacingHI by H(t) in Eq.
~2!. Once H.m3/2, the low-energy soft SUSY breakin
terms take over andf starts oscillating. It has recently bee
noticed that various thermal effects can trigger oscillation

1For our purpose we consider nonrenormalizable superpote
termslnFn/nMn23, whereF is the superfield comprisingf and
its fermionic partner, andM is the scale of new physics whic
induces such a term. All of the MSSM flat directions are lifted
n<9 level, if there is no other symmetry except the standard mo
gauge group@19#.
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H@m3/2 @20,21#. Here we show that it is also possible
obtain a phase of early oscillations from the Hubble-induc
radiative corrections to the scalar potential.

III. HUBBLE-INDUCED RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS

It has been shown in a recent study@15#, that the Hubble-
induced radiative corrections can significantly change
shape of the flat direction potential. This is especially imp
tant during and right after the end of inflation if the inflatio
ary scale is above the weak scale, and if thermal equilibri
is achieved at sufficiently late times. Otherwise, thermal c
rections to the scalar masses@20,21# always dominate the
radiative corrections. We therefore consider models wit
low reheat temperature which can be naturally realized
models where the inflation sector is gravitationally coup
to the matter sector.

All fields which have gauge or Yukawa couplings to th
flat direction contribute to the logarithmic running of i
(mass)2. Therefore, one should study the evolution of the fl
direction (mass)2 from some higher scale such asMGUT
down to low scales in order to determine the location of
true minimum of the potential. The running of low-energ
soft breaking masses has been studied in great detail in
context of MSSM phenomenology@22#. The one-loop beta
functions for the (mass)2 of the MSSM scalars receive op
posite contributions from the scalar and the gaugino lo
@1#. If the top Yukawa coupling is the only large one~i.e., as
long as tanb is not very large!, the beta functions for the
(mass)2 of squarks of the first and the second generatio
then the sleptons only receive significant contributions fr
the gaugino loops. A review of these effects can be found
Ref. @22#. Here we only mention the main results for th
universal boundary conditions, where atMGUT'2
31016 GeV the soft (mass)2 of all the scalars ism0

2, while
the gauginos have a common soft massm1/2.

For the first and second generations of squarks

m2.m0
21~527!m1/2

2 , ~3!

at the weak scale, while for the right-handed and the le
handed sleptons

m2.m0
210.1m1/2

2 , m2.m0
210.5m1/2

2 , ~4!

respectively. These results are independent of tanb, while
the soft breaking (mass)2 of the third generation of squark
has some dependence on tanb. On the other hand, the
(mass)2 of Hu becomes negative at low scales, e.g.,

m2.2
1

2
m0

222m1/2
2 , ~5!

for the choice of tanb51.65 @22#. The important point is
that the summHu

2 1mL
2 , which describes the mass of theHuL

flat direction, is driven to negative values at the weak sc
only for m1/2*m0.

Similarly, one could follow the evolution of the sof
breaking terms when the Hubble-induced supersymm
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breaking terms are dominant.2 However, the boundary con
ditions are quite different here, sincem0

2 andm1/2 are deter-
mined by the scale of inflation, and the form of the Ka¨hler
potential. They become completely negligible at low sca
and, they have no bearing on present phenomenology, e.
present the Hubble parameter isH(0);O(10233) eV. For
more details in this regard we refer the reader to Ref.@15#.
Here we draw the main conclusions which play importa
roles in our subsequent discussion on the formation oQ
balls.

A typical flat direction f is a linear combinationf
5( i 51

N aiw i of the MSSM scalarsw i , implying that mf
2

5( i 51
N uai u2mw

2 . As mentioned before, for a givenm0
2 , the

running ofmf
2 crucially depends onm1/2. A Hubble-induced

gaugino mass can be produced from a non-minimal dep
dence of the gauge superfield kinetic terms on the infla
field. Generically, the gauge superfield kinetic terms m
depend on the field~s! of the hidden, or, secluded sector
order to obtain gaugino masses of roughly the same orde
larger than the scalar masses, as required by phenomeno
Havingm1/2;H thus appears to be quite natural unless aR
symmetry forbids terms which are linear in the inflaton s
perfield @4#. The same also holds for the Hubble-inducedA
terms. Them term is a bit different. Since, it does not brea
supersymmetry, there isa priori no reason to assume thatm
of order H will be created. As noticed in Ref.@15#, the vi-
ability of Affleck-Dine baryogenesis only require
m(MGUT)&H/4.

For CI'21, only theHuL flat direction acquires a nega
tive (mass)2 at low scales. The flipping in the sign occurs
a scaleqc , which is above;O(1) TeV, unlessm1/2,H.
However, the exact value ofqc also depends on a number
other model parameters, e.g., tanb.

For CI'11, theHuL flat direction always has a negativ
(mass)2 at small scales, but form1/2*3H the (mass)2 flips
its sign twice. The slepton masses only receive positive c
tributions from the electroweak gaugino loops. Therefo
the LLE flat direction (mass)2 remains negative down to
small scales unlessm1/2*2H, in particularqc*109 GeV for
m1/2*3H. The squared masses of all the squarks~but the
right-handed top squark!, and with a fair approximation the
U3DiD j and theLQD flat directions, change sign unles
m1/2&H/3. In particular,qc.1010 (1015) GeV, for m1/2/H

2Apart from the gauge and the Yukawa interactions of the
directions there also exist nonrenormalizable interactions com
from nonminimal kinetic terms in the Ka¨hler potential and nonmini-
mal coupling of the flat directions to the gravity. The flat directi
(mass)2 receives radiative corrections from all these interactio
However, at scales well below the Planck scale 231018 GeV, the
running from nonrenormalizable interactions are taken over by
from the gauge and the Yukawa interactions. We therefore ass
that well below the grand unified theory~GUT! scale it is sufficient
to consider the running due to gauge and Yukawa couplings, w
including the running from nonrenormalizable interactions betw
MPlanck and MGUT in the boundary condition forCI at MGUT .
Roughly speaking, this is equivalent to integrating out the hea
modes above the GUT scale.
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51 (3). This is due to the large positive contribution fro
gluino loops to the squared squark masses belowMGUT. The
exact value ofqc is almost independent of other model p
rameters in this case, unlike theHuL case forCI'21. This
is simply because the top Yukawa coupling has almost
effect on the flat directions other thanHuL. This also sug-
gests that the same conclusions essentially hold for flat
rections built on sleptons and particularly squarks whenCI
'21, which we numerically verified.

The (mass)2 of the flat directions made up of squarks a
sleptons increases towards the lower scales and can be
ten as

m2;m0
2S 11K lnS ufu2

MGUT
2 D D , ufu<MGUT, ~6!

where K is a negative constant approximately given
@10,11#

K'2
a

8p

m1/2
2

m0
2

. ~7!

Here a represents the gauge fine structure constant at
GUT scale, andm1/2, m0

2 are the universal gaugino so
mass and scalar soft (mass)2 at the GUT scale, respectively
When the low-energy SUSY breaking is dominant one ty
cally finds, by taking phenomenological constraints at
weak scale into account,uKu.0.0120.1 @10,11#. However,
our case at hand is different. In the early Universe
Hubble-induced SUSY breaking determines the ra
m1/2

2 /m0
2 , which can be@1 without affecting the low energy

phenomenology. This is an important point, to which w
shall come back shortly.

IV. EARLY Q-BALL FORMATION

A. Cosmological setup

During inflation all scalar fields, including the flat direc
tions, with a massm,H have quantum fluctuations@16#

df;
HI

2p
, ~8!

which become classical when a particular mode leaves
horizon. These fluctuations, upon reentering the horizon,
as initial seed perturbations which will get amplified wh
the flat direction starts oscillating after the end of inflati
@10#. Note, for our purpose we strictly assume that the U
verse remains matter-dominated for a sufficiently long ti
after the end of inflation. This will be the case for mode
with a low reheat temperature.

B. The flat direction oscillations

As mentioned earlier, the flat directions built on squar
and/or sleptons receive a positive contribution from t
gaugino loops which increases their (mass)2 towards lower
scales. Forum0

2u'H2, the rate at whichmf
2 increases only
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depends onm1/2/H. For a large enoughm1/2/H the flat di-
rection (mass)2 exceedsH2 at a large scale;qc , irrespec-
tive of the sign ofCI in Eq. ~1!, leading to early oscillations
of the flat direction. In order to examine such a possibil
we should compareqc with the instantaneous VEV of the fla
direction (HMn23)1/n22; see Eq.~2!. We note that as long a
qc,(HMn23)1/n22, the flat direction tracks the instanta
neous VEV. Also note that the value ofqc is fixed by the
ratio m1/2/H while the Hubble parameter is constantly d
creasing in time. Therefore, an overlap eventually occ
when

HO;
qc

n22

Mn23
. ~9!

If m3/2,HO,HI , then the flat direction starts early oscilla
tions with an initial amplitude;qc . Note that any overlap
during inflation has no interesting consequences, becaus
cillations exponentially die down during inflation. A phase
early oscillations is ensured in gravity-mediated SUS
breaking models if HO.103 GeV, while for gauge-
mediated modelsHO.1024 GeV can be sufficient, since
the mass of the gravitino is generically much smaller in th
models.

In order to study the possibility ofQ-ball formation dur-
ing early oscillations, we briefly recall the analysis of t
amplification of the instabilities@9–11#. Let us consider an
oscillating homogeneous backgroundf5(Reiu)/A2 with a
perturbationdR}e(a(t)1 ikx), and du}e(a(t)1 ikx). The equa-
tions of motion for the perturbations read@9–11#

S ä1ȧ213Hȧ1
k2

a2
1V92 u̇2D

3S ä1ȧ213Hȧ1
k2

a2
1

2Ṙ

R
ȧ D 14u̇2ȧ250, ~10!

whereV is the flat direction potential, dot denotes time d
rivative, and prime denotes derivative with respect toR. If
u̇22V9.0, then there is an instability band within the m
mentum range 0,k,kmax, where

kmax5aAu̇22V9. ~11!

In the above expressionkmax can either be a constant, o
increasing. In these cases the modes grow. Otherwise
modes are removed constantly from the instability band
to the momentum redshift.

For quantitative estimates it is sufficient to focus on t
case of gravity-mediated models@10,11#, as this is clearly the
situation of interest regarding the Hubble-induced SU
breaking. We first analyze the situation whenuKu in Eq. ~6! is
smaller than one. We have verified numerically thatuKu,1,
if m1/2,5H. The behavior of the potential, which is gov
erned by the running mass of the flat direction, is given
12500
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V;H2S 11K lnS ufu2

qc
2 D D ufu2, ufu<qc , ~12!

where we have taken into account the Hubble-induced c
rections to the flat direction. The flat directionf starts oscil-
lating about the origin, with an amplitude;qc , when H
;HO . Upon averaging over oscillations, one obtains
equation of state with a negative pressure

p'
K

2
r, ~13!

which results inkmax'2auKu1/2H @10,11#. It takes a finite
amount of time for a certain mode to become nonlinear
fairly good estimate of this time scale has been given
Refs.@10,11#:

Dt'
10

uKu
H21. ~14!

This is also a good estimate of the time scale for forming aQ
ball from the oscillations. ForuKu,1, this time scale exceed
one Hubble time, therefore several oscillations will
needed to formQ balls. However, this is not the end of th
story, because the flat direction (mass)2 is also redshifted. As
a result physical modes within the instability bandkphys
,uKu1/2H are either outside or, at best, marginally inside t
horizon. Furthermore, the width of the instability ban
shrinks more quickly}a23/2, compared to the redshift o
momentum modes}a21 in a matter-dominated Universe
This implies that no subhorizon mode can be made unst
before the low-energy SUSY breaking takes over. Therefo
we shall not be able to formQ balls for uKu,1.

The situation is quite different ifuKu>1, which is the case
if m1/2*5H. Now, we cannot use the expression in Eq.~14!,
which was derived whenuKu,1, reliably. On the other hand
if we continue doing so, the time required for perturbatio
to become nonlinear is seen to be less than the perio
oscillations 2p/m. It may sound contradictory to the whol
essence of formingQ balls from negative pressure behavi
of an oscillating condensate. However, in this particular c
it is a rapid change in the shape of the potential which
responsible for the growth of the instabilities. This happe
due to the strong running of the flat direction (mass)2. As a
consequence, the fragmentation of the zero-mode conden
occurs very rapidly within one oscillation due to nonad
batic time variation inmf

2 . This we call here aninstant
Q-ball formation. This is an interesting possibility, which h
not been investigated so far. This phenomena cannot hap
when the low-energy SUSY breaking terms are domina
because one typically encountersuKu&0.1 @10–12#, based on
phenomenological constraints at the weak scale.

Finally, we note that forH.m3/2, the shape of the poten
tial is slowly varying in time due to the redshift ofm0

2 by the
Hubble expansion. This implies that anyQ balls which are
formed during early oscillations must evolve too. It is co
ceivable though that theseQ balls are eventually stabilized
with a size set by the final shape of the potential. Nevert
3-4
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less, their charge and number density can be quite differe
they are formed at early times. A more precise estimate
quires a better knowledge of the detailed dynamics of
growth of the perturbations whenuKu.1. This we are lack-
ing at the moment and it goes beyond the scope of
present paper.

V. LATE-TIME FORMATION OF SMALL Q BALLS

In this section, we study two consequences whenuKu,1,
occurring for 3H<m1/2<5H. As mentioned earlier, this ca
lead to early oscillations, albeit no early formation ofQ
balls.

A. Baryogenesis

The scaleqc at which the flat direction (mass)2 becomes
'H2 is mainly determined by the ratiom1/2/H; note that the
dependence is practically exponential. For example,
m1/2'4H, we find qc>331015 GeV for all squarks and
sleptons, except the right-handed top squark. With suc
value for m1/2, for a typical A term, we findAqc

;O(H),
almost independent of its boundary value. This is a con
quence of the gaugino loop contribution to theA-term beta
function. Moreover, a relative phase betweenm1/2 and
A(MGUT) implies that the phase of theA term also runs
along with the VEV. This is interesting since one can obt
a phase mismatch required for the torque, which induce
spiral motion to the flat direction and consequently genera
a baryon asymmetry. We have checked that form1/2*3H a
good yield of baryon asymmetry withnB /nf;1022 can be
comfortably accommodated. Once the Hubble-inducedA
term is effectively switched off, the comoving baryon asy
metry becomes frozen. Our conclusion is that baryogen
during early oscillations only depends on the Hubb
induced SUSY breaking parameters, and it is independen
the low-energy soft mass andA term.

B. Damping the amplitude of oscillations

From the onset of oscillations atHO , given by Eq.~9!,
the flat direction simply oscillates until the low-energ
SUSY breaking effects take over. The amplitude of the
cillations decreases as}t21/2, while the redshift of the flat
direction mass is}t21. As we have described, noQ balls are
formed during this interval foruKu,1. The situation rapidly
changes once the low-energy SUSY breaking terms t
over, because the width of the instability band becomes c
stant thereon. Then there is a chance for the subhor
modes to grow, and eventually collapse into lumps ofQ
balls. However, the amplitude of flat direction oscillations
that time has decreased to a new value

ufu;qcS H0

HO
D 1/2

, ~15!

due to the redshift during the matter-dominated era, wh
H0 determines the Hubble rate at the time of low ene
SUSY breaking scale. By replacingHO from Eq. ~9!, we
obtain
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ufu;qcS H0Mn23

qc
n22 D 2/3

. ~16!

Now, in order to illustrate the significance of dampening
the amplitude, let us compare it with the amplitude when
oscillations had started atH.H0. In the latter case the fla
direction would have tracked the instantaneous VEV, wh
at H.H0 is given byf0;(H0Mn23)1/(n22). The ratio of the
two amplitudes is then given by

ufu
uf0u

;F ~H0Mn23!1/(n22)

qc
G (n24)/2

. ~17!

Note that this is less than one ifqc.(H0Mn23)1/(n22).
Therefore, early oscillations in general damp the amplitu
of the oscillations atH0, leading to the formation of smalle
Q balls.

This has important consequences forQ-ball cosmology.
Recent detailed analysis by lattice simulations show that
most all of the generated baryon-lepton asymmetry is
sorbed into theQ balls @13#. This can be problematic if large
Q balls are formed. In gravity-mediated SUSY breaki
models the late decay of largeB balls below the freeze-ou
temperature for the lightest supersymmetric particle~LSP!
annihilation, while generatingnB /ng;O(10210), results in
LSP overproduction@11#.3 Note that the charge of theQ balls
in gravity-mediated models is proportional to the square
the amplitude;Q}ufu2 @13#. Therefore, early oscillations o
the flat direction indeed help in reducing theQ-ball charge.
As an example, consider a flat direction which is lifted at t
n58 superpotential level withM5MPlanck. Then it turns out
that m1/2'4H will be sufficient to trigger early oscillations
resulting in the formation ofQ balls which are 6 orders o
magnitude smaller. The situation is clearly better for sma
n and/orM5MGUT, since a smallerm1/2/H will also help in
decreasing the amplitude of the oscillations.

In the gauge-mediated models the SUGRA contribut
dominates the flat direction potential at large VEVs, thou
with a smaller gravitino massm3/2. For example, withm3/2
;1024 GeV, the potential reads

V;m3/2
2 S 11K lnS ufu2

MGUT
2 D D ufu2, ~18!

for ufu.1010 GeV. On the other hand, forufu<1010 GeV,
the gauge-mediated contribution

V;mSUSY
4 lnS ufu2

mSUSY
2 D , ufu>mSUSY, ~19!

dominates the potential, withmSUSY;O(TeV) @24#. In this
caseB balls with a chargeB>1012 act as a stable dark matte
candidate in the Universe@9#. However, stableB balls over-
close the Universe in almost all the regions of the param
space, if they ought to yield an acceptable baryon asymm
@25#.

3This problem can be alleviated for the Higgsino- andW-ino-like
dark matter@23#.
3-5
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Our earlier estimates can be repeated to show that
Hubble-induced radiative corrections indeed lead to early
cillations which eventually decrease the charge of theQ
balls. However, the reduction in theQ-ball charge now de-
pends on whereufu starts; see Eq.~16!. If ufu>1010 GeV,
the SUGRA corrections dominate andQ}ufu2; thus our ear-
lier arguments hold even for the gauge-mediated models
the other hand, forufu,1010 GeV, we haveQ}ufu4 @8#.
Therefore, early oscillations reduce theQ-ball charge even
more significantly. As an example, consider a flat direct
lifted at the n59 superpotential level withM5MPlanck.
Then form1/2'4H, the early oscillations result in the forma
tion of gravity-mediated typeQ balls which are 107 times
smaller.4 For smaller n, and/or M5MGUT, we find ufu
,1010 GeV from Eq.~16!, leading to the formation of even
smallerQ balls.

We conclude that form1/2*3H, the flat directions built on
squarks and/or sleptons in general undergo early oscillati
Then the amplitude of the oscillations is redshifted by
expansion of the Universe. This results in the formation
smallerQ balls in both gravity and gauge-mediated mod
of SUSY breaking. In Ref.@27# a gaugedU(1)B2L , which is
broken at a scalev;12014 GeV, has been invoked to reduc
the charge of aQ ball. In the gravity-mediated models theD
term from U(1)B2L helps form smallerB balls from the
oscillations of the flat directions with a nonzeroB2L at the
weak scale. However, as noticed by the authors, this me
nism does not improve the situation for the gauge-media
models. The scenario mentioned here works well for b
gravity- and gauge-mediated models, thus helping the em
gence of a successfulQ-ball cosmology.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have considered possible effects of radiative corr
tions to the Hubble-induced soft (mass)2 of the flat direc-
tions onQ-ball formation. The key observation is that for
Hubble-induced soft gaugino massm1/2*3H, the (mass)2 of

4The gravity-mediated typeB balls are stable in gauge-mediate
models, since there are no baryons with a mass less than 1024 GeV
@26#.
cl
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all squarks and sleptons exceedsH2 at a scale qc

*1015 GeV and, for m1/2*4H, it turns out that qc
;MGUT. Note, that the ratiom1/2/H is not constrained by
the weak scale physics since the Hubble-induced SU
breaking has no bearing on present phenomenology.
conclusion is that all MSSM flat directions start oscillatin
shortly after the end of inflation, independently from th
mechanism of low-energy SUSY breaking mediation. T
formation of Q balls during early oscillations is differen
from the standard case. Form1/2.5H, the logarithmic run-
ning of the flat direction (mass)2 is so strong that its nona
diabatic time variation may result in the fragmentation of t
homogeneous condensate during just one oscillation, dub
as instant Q-ball formation. However,Q balls which may be
formed in this fashion constantly evolve. This is because
the change in the shape of the potential caused by redsh
the flat direction (mass)2. It is conceivable thatQ balls are
eventually stabilized with a size set by the final shape of
potential, though with a different charge and number dens
A more precise estimate requires quantitative analysis
Q-ball formation in this regime.

For 3H&m1/2&5H, the early oscillations in general star
but noQ balls can be formed due to the continuous shrink
of the instability band caused by the Hubble expansion. T
expansion also redshifts the amplitude of the oscillatio
leading to the formation of considerably smallerQ balls at
low scales. We noted that form1/2*3H, the generated
baryon asymmetry is determined by the Hubble-inducedA
term as it is also running, which can provide a phase m
match required for generating baryogenesis. We prese
examples of the flat directions which are lifted by nonren
malizable superpotential terms of higher order and foun
substantial reduction in the charge of theQ balls. Therefore,
early oscillations can lead to a successfulQ-ball cosmology
in both gravity- and gauge-mediated SUSY breaking mod
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